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RAY Model Roadmap
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5

Presenting RAY model to
students and inviting them to
enter

TRAINING

Workshop for students to get
to know each other, making
decision about entering RAY
and discussing about future
common work

TUTORING

2
PILOTING

PILOTING

3
PILOTING

Preparing a list of workrelated and interdisciplinary
projects by students,
schools and companies

1st meeting with companies,
students and tutors:
-presenting projects, other WBL
models (job shadowing, industry field
trips...)
presenting companies
- 1st match-making try (student-tutortrainer)

TUTORING

-matching with students and trainers/
companies
-preparing individual plans for
students together with selected
trainers

Preparing a list of individual
student’s knowledge and
skills background

Defining which existing tools
and which new tools are going
to be used for RAY model

Partners:

4

Presenting RAY model to
teachers and inviting them
to join

DIGITAL SUPPORT

Identifying the existing
Tools and tools that could be
developed for:
learning processes,
communication, learning
materials

Making professional field trips
and job shadowing to selected
companies according to
student’s interests and selected
work-related project

Regional Alliance of Youth
PILOTING

PILOTING

PILOTING

Making a list of interested
companies to enter RAY
according to the living places
of students

TUTORING

Preparing the plan for tutoring
tasks and responsibilities

TRAINING

-future trends(Sept)
-identification of the needs /
demands
(Sept-Oct)

USER TESTING

Defining the starting points for user
testing:
-defining evaluating points according
to students’ and companies’ needs
and interests as stated in the report
- defining the instruments for testing
(interviews, on-line evaluation etc.)
- timing

DEVELOPING GUIDELINES

Defining the main elements of
guidelines according to RAY model:
- contents
- purpose etc.

6

Implementing tutoring plan
(according to the RAY model)

TRAINING

Good practice cases VETbusiness partnership
New methods of delivering
knowledge/skills

USER TESTING
PILOTING

Final matchmaking
student/s+ tutor +
trainer and selection of
work-related projects

DEVELOPING
GUIDELINES

-Testing usefulness with users
(students, tutors, trainers)
- improving guidelines
- preparing on-line versions

8

PILOTING

Working on selected workrelated project which will be
interdisciplinary and will include at
least two students + tutor + trainer
(company)

TRAINING

Developing digital learning
materials
(Dec 2018 -March 2019

USER TESTING

Preparing recommendations
according to the testing results

DEVELOPING
GUIDELINES
Publishing
guidelines on-line

